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circulating capital apart from warehouses, yet the amount
was often considerable, and they were ' generally men of
substance and good stocks ' (that is, capital).    Indeed the
fortunes raised in the woollen manufacture compel us to
modify  our  impressions  of  the  opportunities  offered   by
a business career.     One   sixteenth-century clothier,  Peter
Blundell, left £40,000 :   a seventeenth-century clothier died
worth near £100,000 :   in the eighteenth century Wiltshire
clothiers possessed ten to forty thousand pounds a man.
When these figures are related to current values, it will be
seen that they represented immense amounts.    Other types of
businesses in which the entrepreneur was responsible both
for the circulating and fixed capital might necessitate an
outlay beyond the resources of individuals.    The beginnings
of joint-stock companies are connected with enterprises of
this kind, for instance, the copper industry, coal-mining, the
iron industry,  glass-making,  etc.    The brass  and  copper
works established on a joint-stock basis in the reign of
Elizabeth incurred a loss of £150,000 before they  * were
brought to perfection'.    Coal-mining, a highly-speculative
industry, involved capital expenditure in sinking pits when
surface working in shallow collieries ceased to be adequate,
in providing appliances, and in grappling with the grave
handicaps of water and fire :   on this account numerous
associations of partners were formed to spread the risks and
expenses of hazardous and costly undertakings.    In the iron
industry the Backbarrow Company owned several furnaces
and forges  at Furness, though substantial fortunes were
acquired by individual ironmasters, especially Sir Ambrose
Crowley and Thomas Foley.    Joint-stock companies were
similarly  instituted in the  glass-making  industry   which
required large sums, particularly in the experimental stage.
Thus  the modern  methods  of financing industry,   based
on the mobility of capital, were being widely practised as
early as the seventeenth century;   and as a corollary two
vital features of the present industrial system were already
known in former ages.    The first was the diffusion of the
ownership of capital consequent upon the system of joint-
stocks and the workers' property in their instruments of

